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PREFACE 

As part of its work on regional policy issues, the Regional and Country 
Studies Branch of UNIDO carries out policy-oriented studies and provides 
advisory services in key issues of industrial policy that affect groups of 
developing countries. This includes issues of economic integration, issues 
in the relationship between technological change and industrial organization 
and policy, ~~d issues in international co-operation for industrial 
development. One area of analysis has been the industrialization policies and 
options of the least developed countries (LDCs). These constitute a group of 
developing countries whose economic and industrial development is still in its 
initial stages and whose prospects for future progress are hampered by 
profound socio-economic difficulties. 

The Substantial New Programme of Action (SNPA) for the Least Developed 
Countries, adopted in 1980 at the Conference on Least Developed Countries, set 
ot.t a target for the growth rate of manufacturing value added in these 
co~ntries, which they were to achieve over the following ten years, of an 
~nnual average of 9 per cent. In fact, the rate ~ctually attained over the 
period was of the order of 1.9 per cent, according to recent estimates. Many 
developing countries experienced growth rates much lower than this, some even 
being negative. 

Ten years after the adoption of the SNPA, it is proposed to hold another 
International Conference on the LDCs, and this will take place in Paris in 
September 1990. In spite of the poor performance of the manufacturing sector 
in LDCs over the present decade, the aspirations of these countries for a new 
growth in their industry remain. The target adopted in 1980 of a growth rate 
of 9 per cent on average for the sector does not seem to be regarded as 
inappropriate: rather the need is seen for more precise and effective 
instruments, for individual LDCs and for the international community, in order 
to make greater progress than has been the case up to now. For this reason 
it is important that the industrial component of any new actions to be agreed 
on for the LDCs should be carefully prepared and be chosen in a way which is 
both reasoned and transparent. What is m~eded is a new and thorough analysis 
of key areas of industrial policy with re~pect to the LDCs, so that steps to 
be taken may be preci3ely defined and responsibilities clearly allocated. 

A number of external issues make the question of industrialization in LDCs 
a particularly complex one. They include the following: 

The heavy dependence of the economies of LDCs on development 
assistance (In 1986 it amounted to over 65 per cent of all LDC 
ir.1r:iorts). This means that both the central administration and much 
of the functioning formal economy is particularly influenced, not to 
say directly involved ~ith, external influences which are not part of 
any formal market system but which nevertheless have considerable 
effect. 
The very small part allocated to industry in this assistance (Only an 
~~timated 2.4 per cent of all multilateral and bilateral ODA 
commitments in the years 1984 and 1986 went to the combined sectors 
industry, mining and construction.). This reflects, at least partly, 
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pablic perceptions in dor.or countries that LDCs must ha\·e as a 
priority the assurance of food supplies, the improvement of public 
health facilities, the reduction of illiteracy, e:tc. 

The first of these problems, the magnitude of external assistance as in 
some sense a di::.tortion of the economy and a heavy demand on the: 
administration of the recipient country. has been recognized in conscious 
efforts on the part of the international community to improve aid 
co-ordination, both multilacerally and at the country level. A further 
response ha~ been an increased emphasis on assistance to regional groupings 
among the developing countries. since the administrative overheads may in 
certain cases be lower with such an approach. However, this has been 
complicated by the weakness of many of the regional organizations of 
developing countries lnd the fact thac in some cases their membership includes 
both LDCs and non-LDC~. or overlaps with that of other organizations. In such 
cases it may be felt by the donor that the regional approach will be too 
diffuse and fail to reach the right targets. 

The magnitude of external assistance also raises dLfficulties for the 
industrial sector if its potential participation is not taken into account. 
Even though allocations to the industrial sector as such may be small, an 
assistance programme in sectors such as agriculture, health or education lllGY 
have an important positive effect on local industry, if this is planned for. 

As part of its preparations for the Conference on the Least Developed 
Countries, UNIDO has identified a number of issues in connexion with the 
design of successful industrializatior strategies for LDCs. These include, 
in particular, the question introduced above, that of the relationship between 
manufacturing industry in the Least Developed Countries and development 
projects in other sectors. The present paper is a preliminary analysis of 
this question. It has been prepared by Hr. Roger Riddell of the Overseas 
Development Iqstitute, London, United Kingd0m, as contractor to the Regional 
and Country Studies Branch. 
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l. HITROOUCTION 

One of the reasons for being classified as a member of the •least 
developed" countries is because of a low share of manufacturing in total 
output'. It is not surprising. therefore, that the level and degree of 
industrialization in the 42 least developed countries (LDCs) is the lowest in 
the world. It follows that the scope for utilizing domestic industrial 
capacity in both capital and recurrent projects in the LDCs - be they 
initiated by external donor agencies. the state, the private sector or 
individuals within particular countries - is likely to be severely limited. 

What is more, the effects of a small industrial base together with severe 
economic problems acro~s all productive sectors, minimally-developed 
infrastructure and the fact that the dominant form of livelihood lies within 
subsistence agriculture (and in some cases in fisheries), mean that immediate 
development priorities for the LDCs lie outside the manufacturin& sector. 
This is well illustrated by the allocation of aid money to different sub
sectors and sub-categories: in the period 1984-86, only 2.4 per cent of non
OPEC: member c•fficial aid commitments, and only 4.3 per cent of that provided 
by OPEC member countries, were destined for the combined manufacturing, mining 
and construct: ion sectors1

• What is more this is an even l2n1: share of aid 
money to manufacturing than in earlier years of the decade'. 

On the other hand, a vredominant characteristic of LDCs is not only a 
high proportion of foreign aid in overall resources available for development 
l.H t:heir economies, but a far higher share than for other developing 
countries. Thus in 1986, total official development assistance (oda) to the 
LDCs amounted to 12 per cent of their gross national product (compared to 2 
per cent for all developing countries) and to some 92 per cent of total 
domestic investment. In that year. oda accounted for 65.3 per cent of total 
imports, compared with a figure of 13 per cent for all developing countries. 
For 30 out of the 40 LDCs for which data are available. the oda/import ratio 
was in excess of 50 p0 r cent in 1986. and over 100 per cent for one quarter 

Specifically a share of manufacturing in total GDP of 10% or less 
(see the report of the Committee for Devclopm~nt Planning on its seventh 
sassion, Official Records of the Economic and Social Council. Fifty-first 
Session Supplement Bo. 7 (E/4990), para 60_ 

The retio is higher in particular countries. Thus in Myanmar 
(Burma) in 1987, 12% of all ~da was channelled to industry (Development 
Co-ordination Report 1987). 

In the period 1981-83, 2.7% of non-Opec member and ).1% of Opec
member offi~ial aid commitments were d~stined for ind .. ~try. Additionally, 
official aid to the LDCc from Arab sources constituted about 10% of all 
official aid to L~Cs in the early 1980s, but less than ~%by 1988; yet 5.1% 
of Arab aid in the early 198us was cha~nellcd to the manufacturing sector. 
(S£.~ UNCTAD l989a: Tables A-51 and A-63)_ 
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of all LDCs (United Nations Conference on Trade and OeYelopment [UNCTADJ. 
1989a: Table A-22)'. What is more, oda accounts today for more than 90 per 
cent of total external financial flows to the LDCs - up from 72 per cent in 
1980. This marked rise in the share of oda is mainly the result of a 
significant fall in both priv~te foreign investment (accounting for less than 
one per cent of the total in 19.136) and export credits going to the LDCs 
(Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD]. 1988:30). 

What these latter figures point to is the capacity for aid funds to 
influence the pattern of growth and development in the LDCs - and in a far 
more significant way than would be possible for other groups of developing 
countries. This in turn suggests that there is a major potential role for aid 
money tc be used in the promotion, expansio1. and deepening of the 
manufacturing sector of the LDCs over and above the direct use of aid funds 
targeted explicitly at industrial sector development - setting up factories. 
training factory managers and technicians, and drawing up industrial sector 
plans etc. 

This could happen in three principal ways. 

* Firstly. where suitable industries are already in existence in an 
::..DC. non-industrial donor projects could purchase domestically
manufactured products rather than obtain them from abroad. 

* Secondly, the creation of new industries could be furth~red in cases 
where there is at present no domestic source of manufactures but 
where information on the demand for manufactured goods arising from 
a series of planned projects are pooled together and a joint 
assessment would point to sufficient domestic demand to justify the 
establishment of local industries'. 

* Thirdly, institutional arrangements, rules and regulations of aid 
agencies could be designed in a manner which further e.1courages 
domestic sourcing of manufactures from the LDCs. 

The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, to examine the extent to 
which these opportunities ~ exploited for the benefit of manufacturing 
industry in the LDCs; secondly, to put forward specific proposals for 
furthering this particula~ potential for promoting manufacturing development. 
The next section of the paper examines the available evidence to judge the 
extent to which aid projects in non-manufacturing sectors in the LDCs do make 

The oda/import figure for Botswana and the Yemen Democratic 
Republic was 15% in 1986, followed by 28% for the Yemen Arabic Republic. 
for all bther LDCs, the ratio is in excess of 30%. Other figures in this 
paragraph are derived from Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
Development [OECD] (1989a: 308-327). 

There may also be cases where some LDCs might be able to supply 
goods to aid projects being executed or planned in~ LDCs. This 
possibility is discussed further below. 
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use of domestically-manufactured goods or exploit the ?Otential provided by 
aid projects for expanding domestic manufacturing capabilities. It also 
highlights a series of factors which inhibit local sourcing. Although the 
paper stresses major data inadequacies, it suggests that sufficient is known 
to argue that there is a potential for donors further to exploit local 
sourcing opportun1t1es. In the final section, a series of proposals are made 
both to address the problem of data-gaps and to indicate how this potential 
may be further tapped at the local and interna::ional level. 
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2. SURVEY OF AVAIIABLE INFORMATION 

2. l Overview 

Projects executed by different multilateral and bilateral agencies in 
LDCs require a whole variety of different manufactured products, some 
relatively simple, sonae more complex. Thus, capital and infrastructural 
projects would need construction materials such as cement, bricks, cement 
blocks, concrete, building and roofing materials, glass, putty, window frames, 
paint, wood, furnishings and fittings. Health projects might ?dditionally 
require supplies for ho$pitals and health centres or spray cans for insect 
erad; r.ation, educational projects equipment for schools and colleges of 
education, agricultural and/or fishing projects equipment and supplies such 
as fertilizers, pesticides, fishing tackle, boats and related equipment. Then 
there are the large or complex supporting items such as vehicles, transport 
and computer equipment, th~ iess complex such as bicycles and parts, as well 
as the more mundane items such as the food, drink, clothing, medicines, and 
other consumables of both foreign and domestically-employed aid personnel 
(permanent and temporary). 

In the ideal world, donor projects (particularly the larger ones' would 
be integrated into and form part of the long term development plan of a 
particular LDC with progress assessed on an annual basis. Donors requiring 
manufactured products for their projects would check whether these were 
available locally before sourcing internationally. They would have available 
information on domestic sources of supply of items required for particular 
projects, their price, quality and availability. Equipped with this 
information, they would incorporate domestic purchasing into th~ir overall 
purchasing profile. 

Plans for future donor projects and programmes would be discussed with 
relevant government officials and integrated, where appropriate, into the 
planning framework for the country. Donors would not only communicate the 
progress of projec:s and programmes with the relevant government authorities 
but. through both the mechanisms of formal round tables as well as the 
informal exchange of inform&tion, would keep other donors constantly up
dated and informed on project progress, seeking co-operation from them as 
deemed appropriate in a constant two-way flow of information. At the macro
level the requirements of all projects, present and future, would be assessed 
and combined together in order to evaluate whether, and if so when, viable 
domestic industry could be established to supply prod~cts that are imported 
now or, in the absence of new industries, would conttnue to be imported. 

The real world, however, is far removed from the ideal one. While this 
particular project has been limited in its access to all relevant sources of 
information on the issue of aid projects and local sourcing', the scattered 

Time and budget constraints meant that it was not possible in this 
preliminary study either to analyse project documents housed in other 
multilateral or bilateral agencies or to visit particular LDCs to examine 



data that are a~ailable in ~ienna suggest that there is very little local 
sourcing of m<inufactured products required in aid projects from the LDCs in 
question: m<ist are still impon:ed. Although this is in part understandable -
ari.sing '"iecausf· ot the low pre\·..ii 1 ing level ot industrialization - it would 
appear. more importantly. that · .. :ery little is being done to redress the 
problem. E.quall:-·. there is little evid12nce to suggest that there are 
satisfactorv mechanisms in place either to increase local sour~ing or. more 
importantlv. e\·en to raise the importance of either pn:sent or future local 
sourcing. In particular. the serie~ of institutional rules and regulations 
encouraging local sourcing tend to be eclipsed and o\·er-ridden b•: other niles 
and regulations and a series of direct and indirect pressures. 

2.! Jntormation Inadequacies 

:\basic and all-pervasive problem is simplv lack of information. In most 
LDCs there would appear to be an ubiquitous ignorance about local sourcing 
possibilitii: .. s c\·en among LO\'Ernment ottir:l.d.ls. This in itself is a 
r.::tlE·ction both of the lnadequacies cf planning mechanisms and ot data 
inadequacies abou!· local industry. It afft::cts. in particular. manufacturing 
products origi niit inf in sm.31 l -scale and intorm;,.! sector entEorprises. In many 
LDCs. no industrial census has ever been conducted and no industrial 
statistics are gathered un a regular basis'. Even in instances when national 
or sectoral plans have been written. the~ have verv incomplete data on the 
a\·aiiahil i rv of local manufactures. As a result. information on local 
som·cinr, is not a\·ailab!e (in easilv accessible form) from i.:ithin the 
governmem and so cannr-.t easilv be passed on to donors. While somt> of the 
LDCs. such as Bangladesh. Tanzania. Botswana. ~alawi and Nefal. have detailed 
dtvelopm£:nt plans. often including details of the pr.:sent status .1nd fu!:ure 
expansion 0t the manufacturing sectors. most of them do not. 

But th:s is 01:lv the start of the problem. F.·.·en it a compn·hensiw- data
base listir.t; 10cal m.~nufa,:tui-td products were a·:ailableo this. in itsE:lf. would 
be insuft icient for cionor purposes_ It would be n•'CC:ssary to have thref· 

projects documents there. It became clear during this particular exercise 
that. with tl.e exception of some world Bank project documents, ~few 
detailed projects documents of other UN agePcies and IlQ project documents 
of bilateral projEcts are kept in the main registry and filing svstem at 
t;NIDO. 

This problem is less serious (at least for formJl sector 
manufactured products) for t:hose countries with larger manufacturing 
sectors and detailed development plans. including Bangladesh. Myanmar, 
Nepal. Sudan. Tanzania and the Yemen Arab Republic. In Uganda, however, 
which has (in LDC terms) a sizeable manufacturing sector, there are large 
gaps in knowledge about domestic man•1facture, largely because so much is 
derived from small-scale and informal sector sources. (See Friedrich Ebert 
Foundation 1989.) 

For example, in the Maldives, a ministry of trade and commerce was 
only established in 1983. 



furrht°!- pieces of infc.·!·rnatt0n: fit·!:'t. L•\·.-1;:; c,f ,·:ip."·~t'-· lit :~i.:.i! i<c!: .,,~d th.:· 
ex::erc: to "'hich dt'mands by donlJrs for µroducr.s c0tdd i.>< m<'t: so0,-u•.d_ d..-lin·l·:; 
times .. mJ ~hi.rd. thE '1'Jalin· of th;; ci<1me,.:ricilly-1;;:il'Uf;,ct1:red r.uvds. 

L":rD1J has done s0rn<' "'urk t<' fjl] tbe.5<· t,.:;·s in h.·,si..: cta;::, 1·<'tri···:.tl ;;r~J 
a\·ailabilitv. For instance in lQS-:. i.t pt-0\·i:Jed tt--d·.nic<'l assi.;L;.;i...·t"" r0 th<° 
Go\"tTmne:it ot rht' Maldi'-"<'5 to prt'pan· ,;.:: it,dust!·i;il pLi!• :.n,: :h.' d • .;t.i 
contained th.,rein "'ould ciearl\- c0nr1·~!J,itt• t'' i;1fnrm.;ti.1n ~~n Jo:nesti.: 
indust!·ial sour·cin~. Another pott·nt !al initial ,; .... ,i;rce of i 11t .1nn.:tt i,;n about 
indusrn· in particular LDCs is ..:0ntained in c•.rnnln·-spEcific industrial SE·c•or 
study reports undert a.ken by artd/or puhl i shed h'-· t:\: [\Q'. On..- prob! em ht• re is 
that· the seriEs of publ.icatiors most "'id.c·l~- k:w1o:n r-::m;c:in iccurr,.pletE-. Pius. 
l:~IDO's computeri:..ed data-base r12\·eals thar ~tuclies ,~t onh· nine Ll:C~ ._}L p<'t· 
cent o: the current total) in its seri<·::> "Tht- Potential tor Resuurce-B.:;sed 
Industrial De\·elopment: in the Least D.:->:el<"""··d C•)unt-i-i.cs" we:·t- pndticed from 
1982 to 1986'c. In th12 F~IDO "Indusr1·:: •. Dt-\·.:lopment Re•·if-\\. Serit=::;". 
publications on only 18 LDCs (!d per cer,t of the curr12nt :ot ii) hdd bt:.:-n 
prc.duced to Decemb.::r 19~9: . T.,.·enty thr."" LP·"' - ever half of t ht::m - ha-.·€' 
been the subject of neither of r-hese u.:u t:NIDO series of publiutions. 

Another problem is that these report~ an~ studies attempt to address a 
1'.'ide range of issues related to industry and, especidlly i11 reLitic-n tG the 
smaller Pacific LDCs. contain fa:- less concrete data on indu::;t.ry th:in do. for 
instanc.-., the reports on the countries "'i th ldrger i r.d11stri al sect•>rs :;uch as 
Tanzania. the Yemen Arab Republic and Bangladesh. '.·lei ther these cor an~· other 
mlIDO publication se<ies have beE-n specifically designt>d to address thE 
problem of bridging the particular information gap of concern to us here. 
namely by providing an 1;p-dated data-base of locally available manufactured 
products to which donors requiring manufactured inputs might 1·efE·r··. 

These are likely to be the first source of information on industry 
in the LDCs that other UN agencies. especi?.lly. lo'ould ha\.·e access to or 

make use of. 

10 Th2se were as follows: Botswana (1982): Comoros (1982): t·he Lao 
People's Democratic Republic (1983); Lesotho (l982 and 1986); Malawi 
(1983): Nepal (1984); Rwanda (1982): Scmalia (1!}83) and Tanzan~a (1982). 

'' These were as follows: Bangladesh (1986, 1989); Botsw&na (1987); 
Ceutral African Republic (1986); Democratic Yemen (1989); Djibouti (1989); 
Kiribati (1986); Malawi (1987); Mali (1986): Mauritania (198Q); Myanmar 
(1987); Nepal (2988), Samoa (1986); Somalia (1988), Sudan (1985 and i989); 
Tuvalu (1989); Tanzania (1986); Vanuata (1986) and the Yemen Arab RE>public 

(1989). 

" It should, perhaps be added, that such a data-base embracing 
sourcing from small and informal -sector manufacturers is not eve:1 provided 
by industry ministries of the more advanced developing countries eitt·er on 

a one-off o~ continually up-dated basis. 



It thus :><<'ills sate to ::or1ci.ude that d.:.nors dra...-ing. :•r projc~ts d·_:. not 
have anvthin; likt: s~tticient int0rmation about the ra~ge ot products ..-hich 
.:>re .::i\".:!il<>ble locall·.·_ This is .:ospt'ci.all·: rnie tor si~pler co::surn<'r--good 
prcducts includin~ ciothing (vnitorms) and tc:.rniture. and tor the :·anEc ot 
f_Oods m.3r.1.:tactured ti·: small-scale :n- informal secro;:· Entt:rprises ,.-hid:. in rhe 
LJCs ;,::ir<:ic:ul;;:·.:_~-- -~·onsritute a t-:.igh pn.Jpon:ion ot total manut:>cturi:i[. cntput . 
.-\s a. result. it is i.ikel\· that opportuniti.€3 t•)r local supph.· ;_;.re missed 
b..:-cause of ignormc~' ot a\·aiiabii.it\·_ The most that usual!~- happ•,ns is that 
donors kno..- absut er are made a~are of the existence of the three or four 
major I tormd s.:ctor) incic1strial pi.ants in the ccuntn·. partic1..:lar-..· th"Jse in 
t!'f: constr;_1cticn se-::tor l cem.:-nt. bricks etc.) c.nd dornesti-.:: procurernt-nt 
in\·t-sti£_atiun .:.nitiatEd b•· tl~E go-.·€-rnment frequently stops at this c1·ude lt\·el 
ot dSSESSr.:Ent. 

,>. j Gaps in Donor Intcr:nat i::::r~ Exchani;e ProcedurPs 

Besides information gaps about local products. gaps in donor infcrmation 
exchange and pr.:::~edur.cs pro\·ick additional c0:1straints to exploiting lQcal 
sourcing. :..nile the recc-nt institutionalization of more form.i: round table 
mt-eti nt;s arncng donors in the o·:ec•,,.·helrning majority ef LDCs. together \Ji th less 
formal exchanges 0t information (initiated frequently by the United Nations' 
ResidEnt Representati \·e) has cerrainly impro,·ed i:1tra-donor communication and 
information exchange. this L;Sually falls short of exchanging information on 
dor.:estic sour·..:ing. A fortiori. rhen- is e\·en iess exchange of information 
about thP potential 10ca! sourcing of future proj2cts. or planning between 
donors and \.ii th the go\·errunent 's planning agency. ministry or department about 
possibilities for establis~ing new industries as a result of increased demand 
tram these projects'' 

The excha:igt: c·t ~nforrr.at1on on projects among different d0nors tends to 
be extrem~ly limited. and ~here is does occur it tends to be confined largely 
to the broad outline of oroj~cts. not to the technical details. The need fer 
more detailed infor:natiou has recer>tly been argued by a number of senior UN 
officials on the ground. Thus, the 1988 report of the Resident Representative 
in Fiji comments that: 

the key to co-ordination and harmonization is transparency: 
donors must tell each other what they are doing and what 
they are planning to do. 

The limitations of current information-exchange has been pointed out in 
the 1987 Report of the Resident Representative for Somalia which comments 
thus: 

In ma11y areas, donor co-ordination has been limited to the 
eXL~ange of information about their rP.spective activities. What 
is needed is closer consultation and co-ordinated actions at the 

" Of course future demand for particular would not have co originate 
exclusively in donor-funded aid projects for new industries to be 
economically viable. 
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various 12vels of ~reject development to avoid over-ldpping and 
tc increase net development effect. 

Advocacy for closer co-ordination of activities is, however, not 
universally shared within the donor community. for it raises the question of 
the extent to which it is - or should be - the rt:sponsi bil i ty of either 
individual donors or even of donor co-ordinating bodies to go beyond 
exchanging information about current and future projects and - in the case we 
are considering here take on the additional role of overseeing thE
potential for local pro~urement opportun1t1es and ~f advocating their 
exploitation. One view expressed by some UN resident representatives'"is that 
their role stops, and ought to stop, at C)-ordinac:ing information exchange. 
This is articulated, on the one hand, because of laLk of staff to carry out 
such functions, but also on the other hand, at a more fundamental level. The 
filling of such a role, it is argued, is a task that should properly be 
undertaken by tl1e recipient government. The fact that the job is not done, 
or done inadequately, is seen principally as a problem of inadequate manpower 
capability of the recipient government. It is this problem which needs to be 
addressed, and it is argued that the remedy lies more in resolving the 
problem of manpower shortages within government than in attempting to short
circuit the problem by donors (mistakenly) taking on the job themseh·es. As 
the 1988 rep0rt of the Resident Representative in Fiji puts it: 

It is the responsibility of the recipient government (i.e. not the 
~gencies) to provide the necessary coherence and assure the 
linkages. 

This view is supported in the 1988 report of the Resident Co-ordinator 
in Samoa. Although his statement r~fers tc the more general i3sue of aid co
ordination it could be applied with even more force to the more technical 
matter of local procurement: 

if the purpose of aid co-ordination is to increase 
coherence between programmes and projects of different donors, 
to avoid overlaps or duplication between them and to create 
maximum mutual effect, then obviously there are limits to what 
can be achieved by increased contact between donors alone. 
First and foremost is required a coherent strategy on the side 
of the recipient. 

In contrast, the 1937 report from Nepal places the issue of procurement 
squarely on the shoulders not of the recipi.ent government but of the relevant 
donor: 
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issue. 

The question of procurement should be put to the executing 
agencies whose responsibility it is to procure goods and 
services. This is not a role that should be played by the 
Resident Co-ordinators. 

Or at least among those who have expressed an opinion on the 
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If one accepts the argument that the job of exchanging information and 
co-ordinating projects among donors with a view to increasing local sourcing 
is not the role of the Resident Representative or UN aid co-ordination staff. 
is this a job which should be carried out by the l'~ agency 'lt.'.i th over~ll 
responsibility for industry. namely l.'NIOO? There are a number of isst.es 
~hich need to be considered in this context. First is the practical point 
that UNIDO does not have a permanent representative in most l.DCs and so does 
not have the information needed to monitor the extent to which account is 
taken of local industry in supplying goods to donor projects_ 

But even if it had the staff. it could be argued that UNIDO's main task 
on the ground - in common with that of other specia'.ized donor agenc'es - is 
simply to promote industrial or indust"iallv-reiat~d projects at the specific 
request of the government. Where it is called upon to .:!raw up or participate 
in constructing a national industrial plan er progra11111ie or. more 
specifically. to assist in creating a data-base of local ma:-.ufactures. this 
is undertaken within the parameters of a particular contract which has a 
defined begi•ming and end. It has never included a "watching brief" to 
promote local industry through. for instance. providing information and 
trying to persuade other donors and donor agencies to increase the domestic 
sourcing of (all) their aid projects. Similarly. there is no institutional 
requirement for other UN agencies to provide UNIDO with their detailed 
project documents and thus to exchange inforlll3tion about sourcing goods from 
domestic industries. 

If such an attitude is adopted in a rigid manner. a major problem can 
result: it removes any obligation from other donors (especially those which 
are part of the UN system) from info~ming UNIDO of activities which are or 
could be of relevance to UNIDO's spe~ialized concerns. That this is far from 
an academic point is borne out by briefing notes p~t together by UNIDO on 
Laos in October 1989: 

In analyzing the list of projects financed by CNDP. we must come 
to the conclusion that UNIDO has neither been consulted nor 
involved in most of the industry-related project~-

And negatively, the 1988 Resident Co-ordinator's report for the People's 
Democratic Republic of Yemen e~presses criticism of UN agencies which carry 
out projects but which fail to formulate their own sectoral strategies. 

It is thus by no means clear that UNIDO ought predominantly to play a 
passive and receptive role. What is more, there are precedents for taking a 
more positive, innovative, co-ordinating and promotive role from other UN 
agencies at least in relation to the matters of particular concern to these 
agencies. A number of examples are provided, for instance, in the 1988 
report of the Resident Co-ordinator in Tanzania which points to the following 
initiatives: 

UNICEF, UNFPA and the WHO hold regular co-ordination meetings 
to exchange information, harmonize programmes and approaches to 
achieve greater complementarity. 
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UNFPA acts as a focal point on health and population issues for 
visiting missions such as th~ 'Oiorld Bank. t:SAID. IPPF. .. 

The WFP has been instrumental in the establishment of inter
mini sterial committees where relevant government 
ministries/departments and UN agencies are presented. 

Of even more rele"·an~e to the present discussion. other L1~ agencies have 
even taken initiatives in relation to procurement issues and promoting at 
least regional industrial integr .. ~ion. albeit it in a restricLed and limited 
fashion. Thus the same Tanzania report points out that: 

UNICEF is actively invoh·ed in a regional network of supply 
officers which aims to decrease the Southern African Development 
Co-ordination Conference's (SADCC's) dependence upon external 
sources of supply. 

2.4 Procurement in Theorv and Practice 

We consider in this section the more technical aspects of procurement 
and procurement procedures. especial!y as they apply to multilateral agencies 
within the TJN system, highlighting some details of particular projects 
executed by on-= of the most important specialized agencies to provide project 
aid to the LDCs, the Yorld Bank". 

2.4.l General Overvie1r: 

The procedures of obtaining goods (and services) required for projects 
in LDCs fall within the umbrella of common principles and practices governing 
procurement a~d co-ordinated by the Inter-Agency Procurement Services Office 
(IAPSO). In general, the supply of goods for development projects in the 
LDCs is determined principally thrr,ugli the system of competitive bidding, 
most commonly at the international level but sometimes at the local level, 
under the follo\·ing basic procurement principles (UNDP and IAPSO, 1989:75): 

All organizations strive: 

(a) to procure equipment and services of the requisite type and 
quality within the time prescribed, at the lowest possible cost; 

(b) to provide access to procurement opportunities for interested 
and qualified parties; 

n Commitments to the LDCs through the Bank's International 
Development Association (IDA) amounted to US$ 1.5 billion in the period 
1985-88 (World Bank 1989:1). In 1987, total (net) oda receipts originating 
from the IDA amounted to US$ 1.4 billion, 38% of all multilateral aid to 
the LDCs and more than total oda receipts from the UN agencies 
(OECD,1989a:308-9). 
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(c) to undertake competitive bidding on an international basis; 
and, 

(d) to secure a wide geographical distribution of procurement from 
developing countries and under-utilized major drmor countries. 

'lbe principal means used by the UN organization to achieve 
procurement at: the lowest possible cost is through competitive 
bidding in line with each organization's established financial 
regulations and rules. In order to give alJ po!.:ential suppliers 
world-wide a chance to cOllpete, the competitive bidding is mostly 
international in nature, and special efforts are made to identify 
procurement sources in developing countries.I 

Within this overall framework. different ~gencies have more detailed 
particular regulations. a summary of which is conta:ned in the June 1989 
edition of the UNDP and IAPSO publication General Business Guide for 
Potential Suppliers of Goods and Services to the United ~ations System (UNDP 
and IAPSO: 1989). 

There is, however. a potentially important general exception to these 
principles. Since 1977, the possibility has existed for suppliers in the 
developing countries to receive a price preference in international bidding 
of up to 15 per cent of the purchase price of indigenous equipment and 
supplies originating in all i< these countries, on the condition that the 
purchasing country agrees to this arrangement. For its part, UNIDO has been 
in the forefront of similar initiatives to promote industrial development in 
the develo~ing countries; in October 1988 its Industrial Development Board 
recommended to the Director-General that 25 per cent of a developing country 
project's services and equipment should come from this group of countries1

'. 

For the LDCs in particular, there are no accurate figures on the share 
of goods which originate in t:\e country where the project is being undertaken 
and which have been obtained in multilateral aid projects through competitive 
bidding procedures". However, international cata show that in 1987, only 

" Thus wider than solely the LDC or developing country in which the 
project is located. 

11 The following decision was taken by UNIDO's Industrial Development 
Board at its Fourth Session in October 1988: 

Requested the Director-General to have recourse to the greatest 
possible extent to expe~ts, services and equipment from 
developing countries in technical cooperation projects of UNIDO 
in order to substantially increase - to a minimum share of 25% -
the share of the total contract value and equipment purchased by 
the Organization from those countries, in the shortest possible 
time. (IDB. 4/Dec.15.) 

II With or without the 15% preference. 
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20 per cent of ill" procurement supplies from UN agencies originated ir. 
developing countries (Joint Inspection Unit [JIU!. 1989:7). The overall 
figure for the LDCs is likely to be minute - less than 1 per cent - and only 
to be of any significance for countries with relatively larger manufacturing 
sectors (see Table 2). of which the most important would be Bangladesh. 

There are a whole range of factors which work against the procurement of 
products from the LDCs which are required in aid projects. Two major ones 
are clearly the low level of industrialization of these countries. and (as 
noted above) the paucity of information about domestic sourcing. There are 
also the inter-related problems of product quality and price. speed of 
delivery and reliability of supply. Then there is the major practical 
difficulty of the impact of applying the 15 per cent preference rule for 
LDCs. Specifically, if an LDC accepts the higher priced goods. the recipient 
countries' budgets are charged vi th the full cost of goods and services 
including th~ 15 per cent pre11iua. As a result. the effective purchasing 
power of the a\·ailable pool of aid mcney is reduced. In practice this acts as 
so great a deterrent as to render the preference almost meaningless. 

Another important set of causes is wider in scope. One is that UN 
analysis reveals that developing countries frequently prefer to purchase from 
major donor countries in the beliP!: (often mistaken) that developing country 
products are infer'.or'0

• Cl earl v this problem is likely to apply with even 
greater force to products from the LDCs. Another is the low level ot 
a..-areness that particular donors have to the whole issue of local industry 
promotion and development. Unless their attention is specifically drawn to 
the possibility of looking (or searching) for local supplies, donors will 
(understandably) de\·ote attention to their own immediate and particular 
concerns and priorities w~ich, except for UNIDO, are unr~lated to industrial 
issues. One illustration of this would be the World Bank's contribution to 
the May 1989 meeting of donors preparing for the Second UN Conference on the 
LDCs; it fails to mention industry at all. either in relation to current 
programmes of the Bank or in the outline of its plans and priorities for 
future long term projects and programmes. It would ~hus appear that for as 
pivotal an agency as the World Bank, neither the particular issue of local 
sourcing nor, more generally, concern for industrial promotion and 
development of the LDCs are high prioriti~s. 

Yet another restraint on local industry promotion has its origins in 
those tasked with drawing up donor projects. With few exceptions, they are 
highly trained, often with considerable professional experience and ~xpertise 
in designing and setting up similar sorts of projects across different 

1
• And hence including supplies to projects in one developing country 

from other developing countries. An important example of this would be 
goods supplied to Bhutan from Indian producers. 

10 This point is made in the Hay 1989 report of the Joint Inspection 
Unit, f.J::actice and Prqcedures aimed at a Hore Eguitable Geo&raphical 
Distribution oF Sources of Procurement for Tecbnical Co-operation Projects, 
(JIU 1989). 
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cou.- 1 ries. But these attributes. togethe:- with severe constraints on their 
time. bias them tm.:ards looking for sources of supply that are well kno•,.n to 
them and easily accessible. These "'ill tend to be international and from the 
major industrialized countries. It is therEfore not surprising that they 
will know little of available or potential supplies in the least 
indust.rial ized countries or. importantly. have the time to go out and search 
for this information. As the 1989 report JIU observes (1989:10): 

International project managers are a powerful influence in the final 
determination of the source of equipment and should be recogniz~d as 
such... Recognition must be given to the fac~ that international 
personnel are themselves attracted towards the products, facilities and 
services of developed countries through familiarity among other reasons. 

A further set of constraints inhibiting local sourcing arises from 
applying the principle of "fair treatment" implicit in the UN's desire for 
international bidding. The Common Principles and Practices Governing 
Procurement of Goods and Services by the United Nations System of 
Organizations (April 1989) state that to qualify as a prospective supplier a 
firm should (UNDP and IAPSO, 1989:76): 

(a) register with the individual UN organizations which commonly 
procure the goods offered; 

(b) document its qualifications as a supplier of the particular 
goods to be procured; 

(c) provide documentary proof of its financial standing; 

(d) have no affiliations with countries designated by the General 
Assembly of the UN as unacceptable sources of supply; 

(e) be able, as required: 

( i) to arrange deli very and provide installation, 
commissioning and after-sales service in the country where 
the equipment is to be used; 

(ii) to supply technical manuals, instruction booklets and spare 
parts lists in the required language(s); 

(iii) to provide support services, including training, by 
technical staff proficient in the required language(s); 

(iv) to dispatch company staff to the project site at short 
notice in case of emergencies; 

(v) to ensure proper administrative, technical and quality 
controls; 

(vi) to provide all documentation needed in connection with 
the shipment of the goods. 
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In str1v1ng to be •fair". the qualifications necessary and regulations laid 
down for a manufacturer even to be considered as a potential source of supply 
for equipment under this system are clearly biased against smali producers 
and those located in the LDCs. They are handicapped bv having 1 imi ted 
resources themselves either to find out abcut the opportunities which e~:ist. 
or to communicate rapidly through widely-used modern communications systems 
(telephone. telex and fax) their ability to supply the goods required. 

The price of goods presents another important set of real or potential 
problems for local sourcing. Th~ most common concern is that local supplies 
in the LDCs are disadvantaged because rhey tend to be priced higher than 
internationally-traded goods. often because c:-f economies of scale and/or 
special characteristics of interna~ "'1al markets. A particular example here 
would be that of clinker produced h~ the joint venture CIMAO located in Togo 
in West Africa which in the ear= 1980s attempted to sell its output in 
neighbouring Cote d'Ivoire at a price 7 ~ per cent higher tnan cl inker 
impcrted from Europe. Part of the rtason for the price difference was 
because of over-capacity in Europe whi~h led to international dumping of the 
product (Mytelka. 1989:40-4L). 

Even if the quoted price of the imported product is lower than a 
domestic alternative, this needs to be weighed again~t the time-consuming 
proces~ (and hence cost) of going ~hrough international bidding procedures. 
As the Third Five Year Development Plan for ~angladesh argu~s (Republic of 
Bangladesh (ROB). 1985:223): 

Procurement against international competitive bids is time
consuming and not always in CQnformity with the ~rgency of 
requirement of particular items for certain enterprises. Since 
ca.<;h is scarce and procurement has to be made under commodity 
assistance. the buyer, in order to be on the safe side. al ways 
tries to make over-booking of stores with borrowers' money and bank 
interest. 

A related issue is the effect on costs (and therefore on prices) of 
establishing indu3tries in inter-linked industries: the establishment of an 
industry in one sub-sector can lead to a reduction in price of other (high
cost) manufactures. thereby increasing the opportunities for local sourcing. 
Thus in Mauritania in 1981, a cement packaging factory was opened using bulk 
cement brought in from Spain, followed in 1985 by the establishment of 
plaster manufacturing unit. As a direct result of these initiatives, it was 
reported that the price of building materials dropped considerably (Economist 
Intelligence Unit Country Profile 198q-9Q, p. 76-77). 

Further insights into the problems of procurement ~nd the l.DCs come from 
the UNDP' s continually up-dated Guidelines on Project formulation (UNDP, 
1984). When officials embark upon the drawing up a project, their attention 
is drawn to a number of "special considerations" which they need continually 
to bear in mind. In particular, they are alerted to "tho.:;e economic and 
social goals which have been established on a global basis by the governing 
authorities of UNDP and in furtherance of which UNDP is required to undertake 
necessary actions" (UNDP, 1984:105.l.l). Specific mention is currently made 



to four considErat ions: womc:n. th,o poorest c.nd most \'ulnerahle sections of 
the population of a cuunt1"'1:. the .:nvir011111e-nt <ind the nt-ed tc promote 
tecimical co-oper;•tion among dt:-vt-l•1pinF= countries. ~ ... r ts of rel£,vance here 
is that thert- is !..!Q srecial c<:nsid.cr.:Hion gi\.·e:-. to th£: prcmoticr• of domestic 
industry in co•mtries i.·b:n- pr()jt·cts art- unde1·take-n and. in particular. to 
the need to look for dcmestica!l~-produc~d io.Kls ~hen drawing up projects. 
Jndet>d the sn::tion in the C:uidtlint-s discussing inputs not onlv fails to make 
any recommt0 ndation to iook for local sourc•:s <n- to promct1- loc;;.l it1dt1stry. 
but appears (at l.,ast implidtly) to assume that inputs 11.'ill normaily be 
sourct-d £Xtennl1'.· (section lO'l.6): 

·.;1th rt·g.Lrd to equipment. note that thev shoul'.i be functionallv 
r-=le'l.·ant: that their potential economic and social ~mpact should be 
attuned to the economic and social goals of the: Go'l.·ecnment (eg those 
relating to emplcyment. integration of disadvantaged groups of 
population in the development process. environment etc.) and that~ 
country receh·in& tt.~m (Emphasis added) has c:.ppropriate repairing and 
servicing facilities. ~ake adequate provision for spare parts that are 
una\·ailable or difficult. to obtai. .. , in the countrv. 

A go.:id summary of some of these major constraints is contained in the 
annex to the 1989 JIU report. reproduced here in full: 

Constraints to procurement from developin~ countries" 

~Efforts to increase procurement from developing countries are beset 
with a number of constraints - some on the part of the United Nations 
system and the others in the developing countries. These are: 

(a) Inadequate knowledge in the United Nations system and relative 
difficulty in identifying competent and experienced consul ting 
engineering organizations and reliable manufacturers and vendors in the 
developing countries; 

(b) Conditioning, attitudes and inertia of international project staff 
and procurement vff icers who have been accustomed to certain types of 
equipment and services from estabJish2d sources and their reluctance to 
try out ur . .:ested sources in d~ve 1 iping countries; 

(c) Limited experience of suppliers in the developing countries 
regarding requirements to be met in submitting bids or proposals; 

(d) Inadequate interest by some suppliers from developing countries in 
overseas sales, giver. the size of the local markets, the internal price 
structure and/or the quality control requirements; 

(e) Lack of information in developing countries on opportunities for 
the supply of equipment and services to projects undertaken by the 
United Nations system; 

" Source: DP/1987/19, paragraph 7. 



(f) Asking. in invitations for se.-..:ices. for intf-rnational. regional or 
in-country experience. which the bidJrrs from developing ccmntries may 
not have. thus simultaneously "'li.m!:u~ing them from curri'nt ~ontracts 

and depri\·ing them c.f the experit""nce to qual i fv in the futur<": 

(g) Inadequate infrastructure and hi5h transportation costs preventing 
the r'1pid and economical mm:ement of goods between de\·eloping countries: 

(h) The chanr,~ng content of the equipment component of pr'ljects 
reflecting their high-tech nature: 

(i) Attitudes in some developing countries that may favour goods and 
services from developed countries or ~aintain the traditi0nal sources: 
and 

(j) Considerations concerning standardization. warranties. start-up. 
training and availability of after-sales service. including long-term 
arrangements for sp<:res. which sometimes preciude participation of 
suppliers and manufacturers from developir.g countries." 

Finally. howe\rer. it is important to note that even if procurement rules 
and the practice of donor agencies tend not to favour local sourcing they are 
not immutable. Not only is there evidence of change at the level of 
individual agencies to encourage further local sourcing. but it is apparent 
that different donors can and do treat the issue quite differently. Thus. 
the ILO has recentlj increased the share of procurement it will permit to 
originate in cteveloping countries. has raised the financial cei 1 ings for 
local procurements and made waiver procedures more flexible. More 
speciLcally in Tanzania. the FAO increased the local procurement limit from 
US$ 10.000 to US$ 20.000 per item. which has enabled important equipment 
items such as vehicles to be purchased locallv". 

2.4.2 Some Project Evidence 

Detailed examination of the documents (yellow co\·er) of a number of 
World Bank projects in LDCs illustrate a number of these points and highlight 
some of the more practical difficulties with procurement methods and 
procedures which can or could i nhi bit the current use and encourage the 
further dev~lopment of local industry. One problem is that even when it has 
been decided that goods could be procured locally. it is common practice to 
stipulate that these be obtained through thf'. system of competitive bidding, 
frequently with a minimu.~ of three bids. Such a condition simply excludes 
large slices of industry in the majority ot LDCs. What is more, when the 
Rank waives tendering procedures and engages in what it refers to as "prudent 
local shopping" for equipment, it always tries to keep these purchases to an 
absolute minimwD, avoiding this method of purchase wherever it can. Further. 

11 Reported in the 1988 Resident Co-ordinator's Report for Tanz?nia 
(p.10). Procedures for the UN Secretariat require that "single purchases in 
excess of US$ 10,000 are subject to international bidding unless there are 
exceptional factors which preclude bidding" (UNDP and IAPSO, 1989:12). 
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it only adopts the5t: r-rol'.eciuncs t•:i<l~r specific circu:nstances. Thest.> include: 
when existing ..:ontracts ar? e'~Lende<l. 1a"hen there is no need for -;tandardized 
or proprietary t:qui pment". ;;hen deli \·ery is urgent or when competitive
bidding has been unsuccessful (Jepma. 1989:21). 

In a World Bank forestry project in Ethiopia in 1986~. it was decided that 
•small off-the--shelf items costing less than US$ 20.01)0 each. which art
required urgently, and purchased t>y prudent local shopping with at least 
three price quotations" (p.24) could l:e obtained. Hoto:ever. the repo1·t of the 
tlroject goes on to add that •the total value of procurement throuf,h prudent 
shopping would not exceed US$ 200,000• (p.24). 

Local sourcing is also discouraged by the practice of col!!1.Hn1ng tog.ether 
sets of equipment requirements into di ff :rent "packages". Such a practice 
severely reduces the ability of an LDC s..ipplier to be able to pro.,,·ide all 
elements in the package, while it is not uncommon for these packages 
themselves to be procured under international competitive bidding ( ICB)''. 
Thus the Forestry Project report states that "vehicies . .;-qui pment, tools. 
nursery supplies, machinery and fert i 1 izers "·alue:d <it US$ 12. 7 mii 1 ion i.:ould 
be packaged up as far as possible into contracts valued at US$ 100.000 and 
above and procured in accord with ICB procedures" (p. 2'•.). In relation to 
construction work and the supplv of local construction material. while 
recourse was to be made in part to local sources (US$ 0. 8 mil 1 ion out of 
total material costs of US$ 5. 7 mDlion). local sourcing w.<.s clearly viewed 
as the second-best option (p.22): 

Contracts for civil works amounting to US$ 14.1 million include 
construction for building. housing. roads ... Thest contracts would 
not be suitable for international competitive bidding ( ICB) because 
the works would be too small-scale and dispersed to attract 
international interest. 

Reports by the World Bank on a series of substantial irrigation projects 
in Myanmar (Burma) would appear to confirm the absence of co-ordination of 
either current and planned projeLts with a view to e:ncouraging local 
industry. The issue is illustrated in relation to the construction industry. 
World Bank documents for the 1986 US$ 26 million irrigation rehabilitation 
project in Myanmar make the comment that no private contracting industry 
exists in thf country and so (understandably) state that the work would be 

This still leaves unanswered l!!.b.Q. is to decide this important 
question. 

M World Bank Staff Appraisal Report, Ethi~pia: rorestr~ Project. 
May 29, 1986. 6096-ET. 

'' It should be noted that international competitive bidding does not 
preclude ; ocal manufacturers - indeed in this instance specific reference 
is made to their being allowed the 15% local preference of the cif bid 
price. 
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undertaken by f.)rei~ners:•. what is of particular interest is that the report 
on .. his project refe1s to the suitability of foreign contractors because they 
have worked so well n~t in one but in tvo previous projects as well as on one 
other current project (Irrigation I ($1/ million). Paddyland I ($JG 
miliion) anti Paddyland I' ($34.5 million). ~hat is more. the documents state 
that the 1986 project is to be the tirst stage in a 25 year -.aster plan for 
irrigation rehabilitation in the COlDltry. Wnile further knowledge Of the 
difterer•t irrigation projees ana of the construction industry in Myanmar 
might provide clear answers. it is s:riking that nc mention is made: of the 
po!'sibility of creating a local construction capability arising from what is 
.:learly a s'.gnificant demand fc.r construction ma:erials over an extended 
period. 

On the other hand. it is equally apparent that some ~orld ~ank personnel 
make particular e:fforts to source locally. highlighting the key role that 
project officers can plav here. Such differences occur in part because the 
wording of directives about s~urcing would appear to allow scope for 
initiative. Thus the 1989 General Business ~uide reports (UNDP and IAPSO, 
1989:54) that "The Bank generally requires use of international compet1tive 
bidding procedures unless other proce:dures are more apyropriate for specific 
procurements". In this connection. a Bank staff apprai!..al document of an 
electrification project in the: southerr. provinces of the Lao People's 
Democratic Republic'' reports on the local availability of wire and switches 
thus (p. 20): 

Provision will be e;ade in the bidding documents to allow partial 
supply from domestic manufacturers. Some small-scale local 
industries in Vientane manufacture house-wires and switches. 
According to EDL (Electricite du Laos). the quality of their 
products is acceptable, but their quantity of production has been 
limited. 

The project document fails to explain why the quantity of production has been 
limited. Neither does it explain why local construction companiP.s were 
granted permission to erect the warehouses necessary for the project but why 
the building of the wooden-pole: treatment factory was to be a turn-key 
"single responsibility" contract for the supply of goods and equipment, civil 
construction, equipment installation, testing and commissioning. 

2.5 Tbe Problem of Aid Iying 

Tying goods and services to the country of or1g1n of the donor is a 
problem that challenges local procurem-~nt directly. It applies particularly 

" World Bank Ye-U Irrigation Rehabilitation and HodPrnization 
Project, Report No. 5524-BA, July 1986. 

11 World Bank, Staff Appraisal Report, Lao People's Demccratic 
Republic, Southern Provinces Electrification Project, Hay 1981, 6733-LA. 



to bilateral aid"'. The latest tibuns (for i9S7J shol." tha.t thf- LDCs recein:d 
$l0.6 billion in official de'\:elopmen~ ;;.ssistance (gross). Of this. $6.2. 
bill ion. or ':!8 per cenr consisttd ."Jf bi lateral .::id from the major ••<>stErn 
donors who are members cf the O,;;-.·elopment Assistance Committee (DAC) of the 
OECD. r.ihat is r.icre th<: shar.:: of bii<;t..:t·ai t.0 total aid to the LDCs has 
increased in recent: :·ears. having :-isen from 52 per cent: in 1984-'". 

~ow. as is well kno1.'Tl, all the major don'Jr countries in practice tie a 
proportion of their bilateral aid to the purchase cf goods and ser•:ices 
produced in their own countries. Clearlv •hen this occurs there is no 
possibilitv of the LDC ~tilising the aid funds to promote its own 
industrial isat i1J'1 programme. :..'hat is not kn.:>\o'TI is t:he extent to ...-hich the 
major donors do in practice tie t:he aid thPy providP to the least de'l.·eloped 
countries to the purchase of goods and sen·ices produced in th..:i r 01.-n 
countries. The sketchy e'l.'idence we 1ave. however. confirms that: the practice 
does exist. and it.s effect i!: subst..-.:ntial. 

First: some individual c:rnntrv e·ddence. Refsrence is Di.'.ide in the 1988 
Resident Representative's report tor S&moa that: goods identical to those that 
are produced local iy are imported from Australia. New Zealand and Japan. 
while the 1988 Resident Representative's report from Guinea comments that 
bilateral assistance continues to be tied to the procurement cf goods from 
the donor country. In Tanzani&. d Japanese aid project utilizes imported 
cement when the cement factories in t:hat cour.try are under-utilized and 
Tanzania is. in most years. an .?xporter of cement (~ang•e. 1989: 3 7 and 
personal commt•nication. December 1989~. 

:-fore generally. an o\·erall indication of ~he extent of aid-t:ying by 
bilateral donors can be gleaned from Table I which compares the ratio of 
bilateral did from the main DAC donors wi1ich is tied with their contribution 
to total oda to the LDCs. This shows that overall. SI per cent of aid 
commitments by the DAC donors is tied or partially titd. w11at is more the 
share of tied to total aid appears to be rising. h~ving risen from 48 per 
cent in 1985 and SO per cent in 1986 (Jepma. 1989:18). 

It is likely. however, that the ex~ent of aid tyinE is even higher than 
the figures in Table l would suggest. One reason for this is the rise in 
mixed credit and associated financing schemes which link the provision of, 
usually. soft loan finance to pur::hases of equipment from donor count:ries. 
Another. highlighted by Cassen. is less tangi bl<? but equally important 
( 1986: 286): 

There are many ways in which donors can influence procure:ner.
wi thout formal tying. They can choose particular sectors or 
commodities that: are more susceptible to procurement from the 

'" However. the 1988 Report of the Resident Go-ordinaior for Bht1 t.an 
comments that the UN is a guilt as the bilateral donors in creating a 
proliferation of equipment sources. 

:• These figures are from OECD (1989a:308-309). 
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donor. More or less subtly. they can indicate that the recipient 
would be wise to place orders 1o;i th th€ donor. Such pr act ices. 
combined with traditional commercial links 1"hich mav create inertia 
in the ch0ice of suppliers. can result in much bigger procure~ent 
orders out of aid than formal tying practices alone would produce. 

Table 1. Aid Tvin~ and Total ODA commitm<cnts by PAC bilateral donors 
to the LDCs. 1987 

Country ~ of Tied and OD:\ commitments 
partially-tied to LDCs 

ODA commitments $M. l Total 

Australia 48 59.8 0.5 

Austria 28 11.8 .. 

Belgium 57 84.4 0.7 

Canada 4~i 304.5 2.4 

Denmark 17 186.l 1. 5 

Finland 82 93.l 0.7 

France 47 793.2 6.3 

Fed.Rep.of Ge:rmany 43 872 .4 6.9 

Ireland .. 11.0 . . 
Italy 62 1337. 0 10.6 

Japan 44 1094.5 8.7 

Netherlands 43 429.8 3.4 

New Zealand 45 10.4 .. 
Norway 31 123.9 1.0 

Sweden 10 5.9 .. 
Switzerland 25 126.l 1 0 

United Kingdom 58 338.8 2.7 

United States 64 827 .0 6.6 

Total DAG 51 6709.6 53.l 
..___ 

Source: OECD data base, quoted in Jepma (1989). 

Evidence from studies of pan.icular donors tends to confirm this picture, 
Thus, "most of France's aid to its former dependencies and the DOM/TOM returns 
to France regardless of tying conditions" (Gassen, 1986:287). Even in the 
case of Canada - consid~red to be a donor less prone to tie its aid than many 
other DAG bilateral donors - it was found in the early 1980s that "over 82 per 
cent of its aid was tied to the procurement of Canadian goods and services 
although DAG figures state(d) that only 51 75 per cent of Canadian bilateral 
aid" was tied (Riddell, 1987:208). For the UK, a 1986 report puts the figure 
at 74 per cent, compared with the figure of 58 per cent given in Table 1, 
above (Jepma (1989:20). Overall after a thorough examination of all the 
evidence, Jepma comments (1989:20) that: 
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On the basis of ... i1,f0ru;ation on indi\·idual countries. it can be 
concluded that some 70 per cent of bilateral aid of the European 
Community (FC) countries has led to procurement in the donor 
cot.ntries. This is 20 percentage points more than procurement 
based on tying alone. 

There are two principal wavs in which industrial fcvelopment in LDCs ~s 

held back as a result of aid tying. To the extent th~t products supplied by 
the donor could have come from local sources. the expansion of local industry 
is impaired. But additionallv, studies have consistently indicated that tied 
aid tends to cost between 10 per cent and 30 per cent more than products 
obtained cm:ipeti ti vely'''. To the extent that this represents a loss of 
international purchasing power to the aid re::ipientll. potential o\·erall 
growt!l and de\·elopment is constrained because of a reduction in import 
purchasing capacity. This particular difficulty is highlighted in the 
following comment from Bangladesh's Third Five Year Plan (ROB, 1985:223): 

under these (aid-r~lated imports) arrangements, the buyer is to buy from 
a particular market or group of narkets and net from the competitive or 
cheapest source ... As such. every year corporations and enterprises are 
constrained to make a substantial amount of uneconomic purchases. These 
purc.1ases have far-reaching effects on the cost of finished products and 
their marketing ... 

Public sector procurement procedures remain cumbersome owing to the tendering 
formalities and conditions imposed bv various aid-giving countries. and 
financial power in matters of import of materials is also limited. 

A final point to note is the imp~ct that the coming of the single market 
in the EC could have for the tying .:>f bilateral aid. Al though European donor 
countries have been reluctant to discuss the aid implications of "1992", it 
is the view of scr.ior officials in Brussels and Luxembourg as well as of 
officials at the OECD in Paris') that come 1993 individual countries will no 
longer be able to tie their bilateral aid to their own ~ationals, goods or 
services. If this view is sustained, it would mean that individual European 
donors in their bilateral aid pro~rammes will not, thereafter, be permitted 
to link the aid they give exclusively to the supply of their own nati0nals, 
in the case of technical assistance, their own goods, in the case of 
COifiluodity aid and other product purchases. and their own banks, finance 
houses, export credit agencies, shipping and insurance, in the case of aid
relattd services. They wili have to widen their tendering procedures to 
encompass all 12 EC member countries. This does of course raise the 
question of whether the ~ of bilateral aid will be maintained at current 
trend r~tes if the benefits to the donors ar~ at least poteutially curtailed. 

lO For a review see Riddell (1987:209). 

11 For some donors, it is ar 'arent that if aid were not tied to domestic 
purchases then the absolute amount on offer would fall. 

II Interview~ with the author during Jun~ and July, 1989. 
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But if it is maintained, the impact in terms of reducing the cost of 
international purchasing could be quite significant. Such a step should also 
remove a major barrier to bilateral donors searching for locally-sourced 
equipment11

• 

2.6 The General Economic Climate 

While one common constraint inhibiting local procurement is clearly the 
low level of industrialization in the LDCs. there is no doubt that another 
major factor is the poor, and - for not a few LDCs the deteriorating -
performance of their manufacturing sectors. especially in the 1980s. For all 
LDCs combined, the UNIDO data-base reveals'" that manufacturing value added 
(MVA) per capita in 1987 stood at $18.7E (at constant 1980 prices), 9 per 
cent lower than the MVA per capita figure of $20.64 in 1975. In the ten year 
period to 1987, the rate of growth of MVA of the LDGs was 1.64 per cent, less 
than half the rate of 3.86 per cent achieved in the ten year period to 1977, 
and a staggering fall from the 13.47 per cent ten year average recorded for 
19731

'. The LDCs are far away from the target 9 per cent annual rate of 
gro•th of MVAM. 

Individual country data tend to confirm the deteriorating aggregate 
perfnrmance. Thus for the 37 countries for which time-series data are 
<>vaaable, 24 (65 per cent) recorded lower rates of growth of MVA in the 

It needs to be added, however, that it is the view of many 
politicians in EC countries who have expressed an opinion on the subject 
that as aid constitutes an offshore activity, the rules of public 
procurement applicable within the EC should not - and will not - apply. 

14 As with all statistics on the LDCs. these figures need to be 
treated with some caution even if the underlining trend seems to be clear. 
Even the country data recorded in Table 2 is not as accurate as the numbers 
ot decimal piaces would suggest. For instance the MVA/GDP ratio for Chad 
is given as 8.4% in the Table whereas International Monetary Fund figures 
give a ratio of 16.1% for 1986; the UNIDO ratio for Burkina Faso is 10.7% 
whereas the World Bank gives the ratio as 15%. 

,, Figures from U!HDO' s Report Writer Retrieval System, Countries 
Time Series Data-Base, November 1989. 

1 ~ The reasons for this, however, include che fact that individual 
ldcs have set for themselves target rates of growth of MVA ~ than the 
group target. Thus, in the first half of the 1980s, Bangladesh had a 
target rate of growth of MVA of only 8.4% (achieving 4.8% in practice), 
while the Third Five Year plan (1986-90) of the People's Democratic 
Republic of Yemen announced an effective moratorium on new industrial 
projects (other than the biscuit factory). In practice many LDCs which did 
have ambitious growth rate targets for MVA (Tanzania, Maiawi and Somalia in 
Africa) are now engaged in short term structural adjustment measures, the 
primary concern of which is often rehabilitation rather than industrial 
expansion. 
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1980s than in the 1970s with 11 countries recording negative growth rates aqd 
a significant 25 countries (68 per cent) recording a rate of growth of MVA 
close to zero or negative. Significantly, too. of the 14 LDCs with MVA in 
1987 valued at $100 million or more. only four - Ethiopia. Mali, Nepal and 
the Sudan - recorded average annual rates of growth of MVA higher in the 
1980s than in the 1970s. The details are contained in Table 2. 

What principally concerns us here is the effect that this dismal 
aggregate performance is having on local procurement. The majority of LDCs 
suffer from severe foreign exchange shortages resulting from large foreign 
debt commitments, high debt service payments and deteriorating international 
prices for their major primary commodity exports". The effects of structural 
adjustment policies have been adversely to affect domestic demand through 
curtailing development project plans, trimming the public service, squeezing 
the imports of inputs to the manufacturing sector, exacerbating the shortages 
of spare-parts and delaying the replacement of equipmentH. The main effects 
on industry have been the following: 

to delay the completion of industrial projects under construction; 

to reduce the levels of capacity utilisation of current industrial 
units and the reliability of delivery through shortages of imported 
inputs and a reduction in domestic demand; 

to increase the marginal cost of industrial products thereby 
rendering them less competitive with imports; 

through import liberalisation schemes to open up infant or 
incipi~nt industries prematurely to international competition; 

to throw awry the ~lanning of projects both to increase local 
capacity and to further integrate industry with the other leading 
productive sectors. 

The effect of these constraints on local procurement has been to 
reinforce the factors already frustrating the use of domestically-wade 
products in aid projects now and in the future. A major problem has been to 
disrupt the, albeit crude, planning mechanisms which were in place so that 
any ordered use of current local products has become even more difficult to 
promote. As a result, attempts to utilize donor funds in a co-ordinated way 
to plan for future industrial development have also been adversely affected. 
Disruptions to production caused particularly by lack of imported inputs and 
spare-parts has increased the unreliability of supply, heightening the already 
strong compulsion of donors to source externally. It has also tended to raise 
the costs of production, acting as a further deterrent to local sourcing. 

11 The details can be found in UNCTAD (1989a and 1989b). 

" Details of the effects of structural ~djustment policies are 
contained in UNCTAD (1989b). 
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Table 2. 8asic Data on LPCs' Manufacturin' Status: Population. MVA. Growth rates of MVA 

Popul- MVA MVA/GDP MVA MVA/capita MVA Growth Rate 
at ion $M. $M. /capita Growth rate 1980-88 1970-80 
M.1987 1987 1987 1987 1980-1988 

Bangladesh 106.7 J. 841. 5 9.5 17.2 0.67 3.46 12.22 
Benin 4.3 96.5 8.0 22.4 0.57 3.67 -1.46 
Bhutan 1.4 8.2 3.9 7.66 4.01 5.96 6.27 
Botswana 1.2 68.8 3.4 59.4 0.41 4.05 11.25 
Burkina Faso 8.J 161.0 10.7 19.4 -O.n8 2.46 3.27 
Burundi 5.0 97.9 7.6 4.7 0.39 3.20 6.47 
Cape Verde 0.4 9.1 5.3 26.2 4.41 6. 72 1. 71 
Central Afr. 
Republic 2.7 83.l 8.4 30.8 -1. 61 0.69 -1. 95 
Chad 5.3 71.5 8.4 13.6 -6.79 -4.62 0.05 
Comoros 0.5 6.9 3.8 14.7 1. 72 4.89 -2.45 
Democratic 
Yemen 2.3 55.6 6.6 24.4 -3.07 -0.33 -2.06 
Djibouti 0.4 36.8 9.8 98.6 -1. 93 1.20 6.19 
Equ.Guinea 0.4 3.5 5.1 8.5 -0. 72 1.44 -11.27 
Ethiopia 43.8 525.3 11.2 12.0 2.40 4.27 3.89 
Gambia 0.8 18.4 6.8 23.2 0. 70 3.74 6.29 
Guinea 6.4 43.0 3.0 6.7 -3.94 -1.66 2. 73 
Guinea-Bissau 0.9 2.4 I. 2 2.5 -4.50 -2.41 1. 31 
Haiti 6.2 230.5 16.7 37. 5 -2.24 -0.46 8.34 
Lesotho 1.6 41.5 10.0 25.4 10.10 16.16 18.09 
Malawi 7.6 172.7 12.5 22. 7 -7.78 1.40 7.26 
Maldives 0.2 6.3 8.5 32.1 13.54 17.30 22.41 
Mali 8.6 112. 7 5.8 13. l 2.81 5. 72 3.95 
Mauritania 1.9 35.0 4.0 18.8 -2. 72 -0.14 3.44 
Mozambique 14.5 377 .4 22.9 26.l -10.38 -8.05 -0.64 
Myanmar 39.1 811. 7 9.9 20.7 3.56 5.74 3.57 
Nepal 17.8 111.2 4.3 6.2 I. 28 3.93 3.01 
Niger 6.5 96.7 3.9 14.9 -2. 33 0.48 2.64 
Rwanda 6.5 240.3 18.0 36.8 1.91 5.38 10.41 
Sao Tome 
and Principe 0.1 3.0 10.0 37.6 -3.50 -1.04 0.00 
Sierra Leone 3.9 47 .0 6.2 12.2 -4.69 -2.43 3.93 
Somalia 6.9 88.7 4.6 12.9 -2.91 0.75 3.62 
Sudan 23.l 885.7 8.5 38.3 -0 .15 2.96 -2.13 
Tanzania 21 •. 5 375.6 6.6 15.4 -7.67 -4. 11 3.55 
Togo 3.l 71.4 7 .0 23.3 -4 .15 -1. 28 -4.83 
Uganda 16.6 121.0 4.1 7.2 -1. 33 2.03 -8.45 
Vanuatu 0.2 11.4 7.4 75.l 15.05 19.39 25.00 
Yemen Arab 
Republic 7.3 636.2 13.7 87 .0 16.61 19.94 12. 18 

Source: UNIDO data Base, November ~989. 

~: The Table excludes Afghanistan, Kiribati, the Lao People's 
Oemocratic Republic, Samoa and Tuvalu for which MVA data are not available. 



The sorts of problems of the majority can be illustrated wit:h reference 
to particular difficulties experienced by a selection of LDCs 39

: 

* In Nepal. capital development projects for the production of cement. 
textiles. paper and sugar ha"·e all slowed datom because of a squeeze on the 
construction industry. Plans for the production and substitution of imported 
fertilizer have beet~ delayed. 

* In Afghanistan. manufacturing sector growth has severely contracted 
due to the war. Energy and skill shortages. out-dated machinery and transport 
problems are all inhibiting the sector's development. A major concern is to 
rehabilitate cement, textile. cotton and sugar plants in order to reduce 
imports. 

* Myanaar is suffering from acute shortages of foreign exchange needed 
to purchase spares. raw materials and equipment needed by the industrial 
sector. 

* In Bangladesh, macro-economic problems have led to a substantial 
shortfall in the expansion of local production of fertilizer, cement and steel 
ingots to replace imports. A major requi~ement is to rehabilit:ate a range of 
industries whereas donors still preier to fund new projects and are reluctant: 
to increase their funding of local costs. 

* In Sierra Leone, capacity utilization levels are less than 40 per 
cent due particularly to shortages of raw material inputs into the 
manufacturing sector, shortages of spare parts and problems of supply of 
electrical power. For instance in 1987, paint production was 88,000 litres 
and soft drink production 3.9 million litres compared with levels. 
respectively, of 454,000 and 10 million litres in 1982. 

* Manufacturing in Guinea is inhibited by obsolete capital stock, 
equipment failures, raw material shortages and poor management. A 1985 survey 
indicated an average capacity utilization rate of around 10 per cent. 

* Mali's industry has been adversely affected by severe drought with 
oil-seed crushing particularly affected. Additionally, the country's 
pharmaceutical plant has been subject to periodic closures because of import 
supply problems, resulting in erratic production and supplies to customers. 

* Togo's substantive plans for industrial expansion in the 1970s were 
effectively abandoned at the start of the 1980s when an IMF programme led to 
severe cC'ntractions. Major plants. including the cl inker factory, have closed 
with ripple effects in ether sub-sectors. such as the cement plant. 

39 Data in this paragraph are obtained from the following sources: 
Briefin, Notes on individual LDCs obtained from the Least Developed Country 
Branch, UNIDO, Vienna; UN Resident Co-ordinator and Representative Reports 
for 1988 and 1989; and Country Profiles and Reports of the Economist 
Intelligence Unit (London). 
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* Host construction materials in the Cent:ral African Republic are 
imported. Plans fer a local cement factory and a small steel works to produce 
rods for the construction industry aere highlighted in the 1982-85 development 
plan. P.ut increasingly severe problems in the economy meant that nothing 
materialized. In 1984. th~ local brick company ~ent into liquidation. 

* Political upheaval in Hait:i has meant that many of the 200-odd US 
companies located in the country in the early 1980s to asse~ble goods for 
export to the US ha\·e now left the country. 

It is important tc note, however. that these sorts of problems have 
neither affected all countries equally or, indeed, have they affected ill 
LDCs. Thus, industrial expansion in Botswana and the Yemen Arab Republic in 
the 1980s has been sustained and vigorous, while in Lesotho both the 
construction and manufacturing sectors have performed well in spite of poor 
aggregate performance~. 

The Lesotho experience was due in no small measure to the Highland 
Water Project. 
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3. PROPOSALS AND POLICY IKPLICATIONS 

3.1 General Approaches to Obtainin& Further Information 

A series of proposals are put forward here which could help to promote 
the use of locally-produced industrial inputs in the projects and programmes 
of donors. Many of these follow directly from the analysis of the previous 
section of the paper. A first ::onclusion arising from this analysis is that 
in spite of all the difficulti~s highlighted, there are grounds for arguing 
that there is considerable potential for non-industrial donor-funded projects 
both to use currently-available 11anufactures and to help promote future 
industrial expansion to a far greater extent than occurs at present . Yet it 
is equally important to state that ~he more detailed proposals made here must 
be seen more as tentative rather than fir. recommendations because of severe 
constraints of time and data-availability under which this report has been 
compiled. Data gaps are enormous, both in relation to the details of current 
sourcing of equipment and to the approaches used and methods of decision
llalting utilized by donors to source their equipment supplies. 

Thus the first proposal is that further work is done to in::rease our 
knowledge in both these areas. rnis could be done in two particular ways. 
Detailed country studies of aid projects and procurement processes could be 
undertaken. These would require. at minimum, visits to the countries. 
discussions with the relevant L'N and other donor officials'' and analysi.s of 
detailed project documents, using similar terms of ceference to those dra-n 
up for the present exercise (see Appendix)". CivH1 the diversity of both the 
levels of industry in different LDCs and thP. varying extent to which macro
constraints inhibit their manufacturing sectors, i.t is proposed that a range 
of CO\Dltries be selected including representatives of those with larger 
industrial sectors, those with ainilllll industrial capacity, those which have 
been particularly affected by 11acro-economic constraints and those which have 
.anaged steady industrial expansion in the 1980s. Table 2 provides basic 
data upon which possiblP. selection might initially b~ based. 

Another (complementary) approach would be to select a nw1ber of the 
1111.jor multilateral and bilateral aid agencies which dominate the aid projects 
of the LDCs and examine the extent to which they source or attempt to source 
locally and the extent to which the considerations of local sourcing are 
integrated into their project cycle deliberations. To undertake such an 
analysis, it would clearly be essential to visit the hPadquarters of the 
organizations selected. At minimum it is proposed that one multilateral and 

•
1 F~r some of the smaller island states. donor representatives are 

located in neighbouring states. For instance, Fiji is a central location 
for aid personnel overseeing projects undertaken in a number of Pacific 
islands. 

41 The discussion of particular World Bank projects, above, su~!;~Sts 
that it is insufficient solely to read project documents, especial.I} ~f one 
wants to understand why local sourcing did 1121 take place. 
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one bilateral donor is selected; given the variety of experience of different 
agencies recorded above, however. it would clearly provide a far richer source 
of data if at least two of each were to be investigated. The previous 
discussion suggests that, for the multilateral agencies. UNICEF and the World 
Bank. while, for the bilateral agencies. France or the UK together with a 
Scandinavian country. the Netherlands er Canada would highlight different 
approaches of the two types of donor. 

3.2 Proposals at the Country Level 

As the discussion in Section B has pinpointed a nwaher of key 
information-gaps which together limit the potential for domestic sourcing of 
donor projects, it is not necessaLy to repeat the points made there. On the 
basis of that analysis. however, some specific recommendations can be made. 
The over-riding objective is to raise the profile of domestic sourcing 
possibilities; this can be done by putting forward proposals to inject both 
information about and awareness of the i~sue in the donor community. Action 
will be required on a nU111ber of fronts. 

One reason for limited local sourcing is because individual LDC 
governments, and therefore the donors. have no or limited information about 
local sources of supply. To address this problem a series of initiatives 
could be undertaken. First. assistance could be given to LDC govenments (anci 
where they exist ainistries of industry) to provide a data-base of locally
-nufactured products, by pooling information which is at hand or could fairly 
easily be aade available. For such a data-base to be useful to donors it 
would need to contain the following information: product name and brief 
description; co11111e-t on quality (standards norm or specification): size of 
order that could be met; delivery time: actual or potential supply problems; 
name of manufacturer(s) contact address/telephone number and person. 

Besides providing a data-base of accessible information on locally
manufactured products. in most countries there is an additional need to 
compile an inventory in particular of products produced by the small and/or 
informal sector. Hence a second (albeit related) exercise would be to provide 
assistance for the seeking out of information and concomitant compiling of 
data on manufactures produced by the saa.11/inf ormal sector and for putting 
this information on the data-base. In contrast with the proposal in the 
previous paragraph, this initiative is likely to require some detailed survey 
work in most if not all of the LDCs. 

Clearly the final decision to embark on either of these exercises would 
rest with the respective LDC governments. There would. however, be two clear 
benefits for URIDO to offer its services to assist with the gathering and 
presentation of the data. First, it would have a comparative advantage in 
being able to design a system common to all the LDCs. Secondly, as the UN 
agency with responsibility for industrial issues, UNIDO is ;n the unique 
position of having the potential to ensure that donors take note of and 
utilize this information in planning and executing their projects. 

The next step, therefore, would be to seek means for UNIDO to bridge the 
gap between the donors and the information on locally-made products. There 
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are a range of proposals that can be made, ranging from the long term to the 
more immediate. Perhaps the most basic objective is for ._,IDO to raise the 
profile of industry 880ll& the donor C'l mi ty: to help them always to •think 
industry• vben approaching all the different aspects of their own work. 
There are a number of ways in which this could be done. It is apparent. 
however. that many of them can be facilitated through UNIDO having more staff 
members peD18Dently in the field•1

• 

A number of tasks for such staff can be outlined together with the 
benefits which should accrue. First. ;_t would enable UNIDO to be able 
repeatedly to insert an industry perspective into formal and informal 
gatherings and round table meetings of the donor comllllility. Second, UNIDO 
would then be in a better position to keep in re&u1ar touch with other donors 
projects and to take the initiative within the donor c.>mpunity in co
ordinating the actual or potential industrial impact of their projects so as 
to ensure that maxi.am use is 88de of local resources ... 

Third, UNIDO would then be in a position to discuss the potential of 
local content sourcing directly with project leaders of other donor agencies 
responsible for planning, designing and implementing future projects, and, in 
particular, to raise the profile of local sourcing into decisions being made 
for equipment sourcing. Clearly much more can be done before decisions are 
finalized to influence the sourcinb of equipment, its llllpackaging, its design 
and appropriateness and the method (ranging from direct local purchase to 
international competitive bidding) of purchase. Clearly, too, however, this 
is an area of potential sensitivities between donors and the host government. 
Thus, both in order that this task to be done, and for it not to be seen in 
any way as a challenge to the government's own role, it would be important 
for UNIDO to undertake this work either explicitly f2I. or in extremely close 
collaboration and liaison with the g~·.rernment. In colllltries, such as 
Bangladesh, where the government already injects such information into the 
overall planning process. such data are already being processed. In most 
countries, however, up-to-date information on the potential use and especially 
the integration of equipment needs is not gathered in any comprehensive 
manner. What is more, even in countries such as Bangladesh, there would 
appear to be a role for UNIDO to play - if only to raise higher on the 
agendas of the donor co1m1Unity the issues of the potential for local sourcing 
and donor co-ordination°. 

0 In the first half of 1989, UNIDO had only six Senior Industrial 
Dev&lopment Field Officers located in the 42 I.Des. 

.. As pointed out above, this role of ~~-ordination is now frequently 
undertaken inter alia, by UNICEF, UNFPA WFP and WHO . 

• , Clearly the tasks outlined here for a permanent UNIDO presence on
the-ground are substantial. It is not within the competence of the 
consultant to assess the extent to which this additional workload could be 
absorbed by those UNIDO staff who are already resident in the (larger) 
LDCs. 
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In parallel with this iniriative and 1"ith the same objective of ra1s1ng 
the profile of industry among the dor.ors. UNIDO could both expand upon the 
present level and co-ordinate the disseaination of information about indust.ry 
in the Ll>Cs to other donors in a 110re systematic llllllner than occurs at 
present'4. The manner in which this could be done ought to be the subject of 
further discussion. The following proposals constitute one set of ideas: 
eabart.ing upon a coaprehensive country by country series on industry in ill. 
the LDCs; initiating a new series whose specific purpose is to disseminate 
information on local sourcing; offering technical assistance to produce 
industrial sector surveys in the case of those LDCs where such infor11ation 
does not exist; offering to up-date information which is old or no longer 
relevant to the current problems of industry in the l..DCs. 

Assembling such information should not be seen as an end in itself; it 
is important to pass the information on and attempt to ensure that it is acted 
upon. There would, however, appear to be no institutional mechanism in place 
at the present time for UNIDO either to disperse such information to other 
donors, at the international o:::- local le\•els. or to ensure that this 
information is acted upon. 

3.3 A!terin& the !nternatiooal A&enda 

Improving the data-base and raising the consciousness of donors about the 
potential for local procurement through initiatives th.at are within the 
specific competence of UNIDO need to be complemented by a series of parallel 
but broader initiatives at the international level. While a number of the 
proposals in the followin.'S paragraphs are clearly beyond the scope and 
competence of UNIDO to execu~e or even to promote in isolation, they could be 
brought by UNIDO to appropriate international fora. beginning. perhaps. with 
the September 1990 Second United Nations Conference on the Least Developed 
Countries in Paris. 

It is apparent that the actual and potential use of donor project 
procurement is severely limited because of the current adverse macro-economic 
climate in most LDGs. These problems are likely to persist well into the 
1990s unless and until there is both a major additional injection of external 
funds into the economies of the LDGs and a reduction in the annual amounts 
paid in debt servicing. It is thus clearly important for UNIDO to give its 
full support to the efforts of both the LDC governments and other UN agencies 
to attempt to increase the level of donor funds channelled to the LDCs. One 
approach would be for UHIDO to un::lertalte its ovn analysis of the external 
resource gaps of the l.DCs. but perhaps a 110re efficient vay is for UHIDO to 
feed its own data into that of the lead agencies (UNCTAD and, perhaps the 
Vorld Bank). Either way it needs to play a 110re pr09inent role in the 

" UN1DO would need to co-ordinate its efforts in this field with 
those of the World Bank to avoid any duplication. Recent examples of 
parallel industrial studies undertaken by the World Bank and UNIDO in both 
Cote d'Ivoire and Zimbabwe with little to no inter-action between the 
efforts of the respective institutions suggests that there is scope for 
change in this area. 
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international dic;cussious about external financial resource short-falls. One 
vay it can do this is by playing a more active role in the deliberations of 
the OECD's Development A~sistance eo..ittee. 

As highlighted on page 14. in drawing up projects. ail l~ agencies are 
required alwavs to pav speci~l attention to four "special considerations": 
the em·ironment. ;,;omen. the poor ar.d most '1."Ulnerabl.: ~roups of the population 
and the promotion of technical co-operation among de\·eioping countries. It 
is proposed that UN agencies add a fifth •special consideration•. namely the 
need always to look for opportllllities to promote da11estic industry in the 
l..DCs. 

It is also suggested that ~n the case of the least developed countries. 
current rules and practices \."hi·~h tend to fa\·our international competitive 
bidding and are biased to'"ards the supply of equipment in relativelv large 
packages be altered. In particular. it is proposed that nor.al international 
<-ompetit.ive bidding procedures should be adopted only ll!ll an assessaent is 
made of da11estic sourcing potentJ.al •1 and that if domestic products are 
available there should be flexibilit.y in procedures to allov project managers 
to purchase directly froa d09estic S·">Urces (prudent local shopping) if there 
are fever than three local manufa.:::turers .. , and that there be no pre
deterained upper lillit to the a.mount: of project funds which can be used for 
local procurement••. a is additionally proposed that the packaging up of 
•small• orders for equipment supplies be undertaken only~ an assesSllent 
is made of domestic sourcing potentiaJ and that such packaging does not 
prejudice supplies of equipment froa d011estic manufacturers. In both 
instances, it is proposed that the co .. .,n rules applicable to prospective 
suppliers to UN p~ojects are set aside. 

There are clearly problems with the practical effectiveness of the 
15 per cent procurement benefit of sourcin~ from developing countries. In 
relation to the LDCs. it is proposed that •tbe individual project budget 
be disburdened and a suitable home for the burden found elsewhere• (.JIU, 
1989:12). In this context, The Joint Inspection Unit proposes three possible 
alternatives. To charge any appropriate current r~serve a~count. widening its 
provisions if necessary; to set up a special reserve by charging the 
Programme's general resources at the beginning of each new quinquennial IPF 

., The ter~ "domestic sourcing potential" refers to manufacturing 
capabilities and not to the supply of foreign goods brought in by local 
merchants. It is proposed that international "rules of origin" clauses 
currently applicable to LDCs be used to determine foreign as opposed to 
local manufacture . 

•• In such a situation, it is unlikely that local tendering could 
take place. 

•• It may be necessary to provide an upper percentage limit for 
particular countries. This would need to be investigated. The general 
point made here is to remove the bias against local sourcing which 
currently exists. 
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cycle; to charge the Programme's general resources at the end of a financial 
year or at the end of each IPF cycle. 

It is proposed that non-UH and all bilateral donors be encouraged to 
adopt siailar approaches to local procurement to those being proposed for the 
Ull agencies. In addition. there are a series of particular measures related 
to bilateral aid donors which. it is proposed. L'NIDO plzce on the agenda of 
appropriate international fora. These should have a direct and indirect 
impact on the promotion of local industry both through encouraging local 
procurement and through raising the efficiency of domestic industrial 
establishments. 

In particular, it is proposed that bilateral donors untie their aid to 
the extent of refraining fr011 providing equi~nt to the LDCs which is 
unufactured in the recipient cowitry or for which an appropriate local 
substitute exists. Additionally, it is proposed that, through the mediua of 
the DAC, bilateral donors publish details of the extent to which t:he aid they 
channel to the U>Cs is tiedw. 

Finally, given the acute problems many LDC industries face in relation 
to low capacity utilisation levels and requirements for rehabilitation. it is 
also proposed that bilateral donors not only raise the level of their oda 
co11111itments to the LDCs but that they double the a90\Dlt of funding they 
currently channel to the industrial sector directly. r.-iree particular uses 
for this expanded industrial aid are proposed. First and, where appropriate'1

, 

donors should lltilize or exprand commodity aid funds in order to provide 
imported inputs, spare-parts and replacement machinery to existing industry. 
Secoad, donors should raise the level of ftmding of local and recurrent costs 
in industry. Third. donors should utilize additional fwids to help bridge t.he 
gap in the training of indigenous 118.Nlgement and technical skills for 
industry. 

Using agreed DAC definitions of tied and partially tied aid. 

" Clearly it is wishful thinking to propose that tied aid should be 
abandoned. The qualification "where appropriate" is made here to suggest 
that donors should only be encouraged to provide tied commodity aid for 
those goods which they themselves produce at internationally competitive 
prices. 
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